
Ethereum 

and the crypto landscape



Different Crypto Value Propositions

Name Payment Platform Stable Coin Dapps Sum

Bitcoin
$              

154.00 

Ethereum
$                

29.00 

XRP
$                

18.70 

BCH
$                  

7.70 

EOS
$                  

7.20 

LiteCoin
$                  

7.00 

BNB
$                  

4.70 

Tether
$                

3.10 

Stellar
$                  

2.60 

Tron
$                  

2.20 

Ethereum Tokens
$           

12.20 

Sum
$              

187.40 
$                

45.70 
$                

3.10 
$           

12.20 $  248.40 

Percentage of Total 
Market Cap 68.6% 16.7% 1.1% 4.5% 91.0%



Changing the Internet

Eth Account

Each code 
computation cost gas ETH 

=
GAS



Infrastructure Below 
• 1) SWARM & IPFS: Decentralized distribution of ETH public record, code, data.

• -4Kb data chunks, addressed by hash content, swarm nodes also addressed with 
hashes.

-Allows people to upload & seed content in a fashion similar to BitTorrent

2) Infura: Hosted Ethereum cluster node (IaaS) 

-Allows Devs to query infura rather than download their own 
nodes in order to interact with Dapps

-6.5Billioin JSON-RPC request made per day

3) : Metamask: Wallet used to both store Eth 

and interact with dApps

-Built on top of Infura to query the blockchain and interact with it

node

node



4) ENS: Ethereum Name Service

-ENS is NOT looking to replace DNS but instead build its own DNS-like system on Ethereum

-(.eth) addresses can be mapped to functions, addresses, smart-contracts etc…

-ENS domains are ERC-721 standard tradeable tokens

-See current market for ENS names on OpenSea

5) Truffle: Open source development tools for Ethereum

-Development environment and testing framework

-Deploy to many different networks: test networks, private and public chain

-Interactive console for direct contract communication

-Incorporates Infura



Scalability: Ethereum 2.0 PoS

1) State Channels: Closest solution in the pipeline

-Pay Tx fee to OPEN and CLOSE Channel

-Channel allows off-chain TXs to occur, then settle on-chain 

2) Plasma: 2nd Scaling solution to be implemented

-Child Chains: Mini blockchains that use the ETH blockchain for trust/settlement

-Protocol of Child Chains can be configured to meet needs of any Dapps

-Assets are only created on the ETH blockchain, “Root contracts” bridge the chains

3) Sharding: Final scaling solution

-Creates parallel parts of the blockchain with its own set of transaction, later aggregated.

-Each shard acts as its own standalone blockchain
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